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💥BOOM💥Why did Trump administration shower
Brazilian crooks with $62M bailout money meant for
struggling U.S. farmers⁉

Trump administration showers Brazilian crooks with $62M bailout mon…
The Trump administration has forked over more than $62 million — taxpayer cash
that was supposed to be earmarked for struggling American farmers — to a
massive meatpacking company owned by a couple o…

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-trump-administration-bailout-farmers-bra…

💥Stay w me, this is complicated. The Brazilian crooks, Joesley & Wesley Batista,

agreed to wear a wire to get former President Temer on tape‼ He encouraged them to

continue their bribes to business people and Govt officials- cause that’s how it’s done

✅
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Replying to @LodiAgain

Former President Michael Temur was caught w an 
undercover wire worn by the Brazilian crooks encouraging them 
to pay off and bribe officials. It turns out that Temur and Trump 
share more than 4 letters of their last name... Read this  
qz.com/986668/michel-…

5 12:59 AM - May 17, 2019

Brazil’s president is accused of obstruction of justice, and sto…
There are rumors of secret tapes and abuse of power. The calls for
impeachment are rising and traders are taking cover.
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🤔Hmm.. I wondered if former Brazilian President Temur and Trump had a good

relationship. Sure enough, Temur and Trump have a LOT in common👇 - starting w

Obstruction of Justice‼ 

cc @Lawrence @MaddowBlog

Temer and Trump
Politicians [are] a set of men who have interests aside from the interests of the
people. . . . — Abraham Lincoln, 1837 Speech in Illinois Legislature | By
Christopher Brauchli

https://www.commondreams.org/views/2016/12/04/temer-and-trump

🔥Now, look at this: remember when Trump started abandoning Trump licensing

projects as money laundering and other crimes by his shady partners were

uncovered⁉BINGO‼ Trump Rio de Janeiro in Brazil‼ 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-02-15/why-the-trump-

organization-was-cited-in-a-brazil-corruption-probe

🔥At the heart of Temur’s and the Batista’s brothers crimes were bribes and pension

irregularities - and what do you know⁉ Trump Rio de Janeiro has similar issues😲

🔥Trump Rio de Janeiro was another money laundering, Trump branded project,

involving felons‼ THIS IS TRUMPS BUSINESS MODEL🔥

nytlicensing.com/story/BOTmBaD2/

By now, this sounds familiar, right⁉Remember the Trump Tower in Panama �

wasn’t there some sex trafficking and prostitution involved in the building⁉Looks
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like Rio was the next ‘franchisee’👇 😲

🤔Trump got out of Rio as fast as he could as charges started dropping... Remember

at Trump Tower in Panama how the execs and mgt were locked in offices shredding

paper⁉
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What the heck are Trump’s execs up to at their Panama 
Hotel? Appears they are shredding documents and locked in 
offices.  Police on way  apnews.com/ce4dbdd4446c48…

710 9:54 PM - Feb 24, 2018

667 people are talking about this

Trump officials fight eviction from Panama hotel they manage
PANAMA CITY (AP) — One of President Donald Trump's family
businesses is battling an effort to physically evict its team of
apnews.com

🔥Trump is friendly with dictators and organized crime bosses because that’s who

you work with when you are running an international money laundering franchise

with your brand as the neon sign🔥
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• • •

Brazilian dictator's grandson who conceived Trump-brand hotel invest…
A well-connected businessman in Brazil conceived the idea of a luxurious getaway
in Rio de Janeiro bearing a world-famous name: Trump.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/trump-hotel-investors-brazil-corru…

🔥The $62M To Batista Brothers was no doubt a payoff to keep Trump “clean” and

many mouths shut... 🔥
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Word on the street is that the Trump brand LITERALLY 
became a neon sign for money laundering. That’s why he picks 
shady locations. To feed his greed he started dabbling in 
treasonous activity. The opportunity to increase his wealth was 
so attractive he sold out our country
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